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Abstract

In this thesis, a case study at Vanderlande is done to investigate how multiple
control algorithms balance the workload among infeeds inside a merge area, when
the system is peak loaded. During those peak load moments, the commonly
applied First Come First Serve (FCFS) control algorithm having good utilization
performance, is not able to balance the workload among the infeeds in a merge
area. Therefore, a simple model is created to investigate how control algorithms
perform compared to the FCFS control algorithm.

After investigating whether the created model approximates the real world
system sufficiently well, three control algorithms are implemented and tested for
both a low-capacity merge area and a high-capacity merge area. Furthermore,
it is investigated whether infeeds equipped with an additional delivery profile
improve the performance measures regarding merge balancing.

Analyzing the results, it is concluded that none of the investigated control
algorithms is able to combine an equal workload balance with a high utilization
for all tested scenarios. However, the implementation of a controller able to
dynamically switch between the FCFS and Round Robin (RR) algorithm, should
be able to balance the workload among infeeds without a significant decrease
in utilization. This conclusion is only valid if infeeds are equipped with the so
called Low Velocity (LV) delivery profile.
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1 Introduction

In the growing parcel and postal market, it is crucial to continuously optimize the par-
cel handling processes to achieve a higher throughput. A system which automatically
sorts parcels is the loopsorter of Vanderlande. Vanderlande is the global market leader
in value-added logistic process automation at airports and in the parcel market [1].
Incoming parcels are loaded onto the loopsorter system, scanned and transported to-
wards the correct destination. A more detailed description of this loopsorter system
is found in Section 2.1.

Due to the growing parcel and postal market, the automatic sorting systems are in-
creasingly peak loaded. Therefore, the performance of the system during those peak
load moments is gaining importance. A subsystem of the sorting system is the area at
which multiple incoming parcel streams are combined. In this so-called merge area,
incoming parcels are placed on the main conveyor of the system, which transports
the parcels towards the zones where the parcels are sorted. A high throughput of the
merge area during peak load moments is key for the performance of the total sorting
system. However, the commonly used First Come First Serve control algorithm, which
controls how the incoming parcels are allocated onto the main loop, does not balance
the multiple incoming parcel streams. Consequently, the workload among operators
loading the system is not balanced. This problem setting and the additional research
questions are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

To investigate the performance of the merge area, it is chosen to use a model based
design which should approximate the real world system sufficiently well. The advan-
tage of using a model is that it eliminates the need of a mechanical and electronic
design. Therefore, Section 3 investigates suitability of multiple models, starting with
a queuing model. The given model appears to approximate the real world system
insufficiently well. Next, a Stateflow [2] model created by Schreuder [3] is discussed.
This model is very detailed, however, not suited for operational use cases. Therefore, a
new and less detailed model is created within Stateflow to investigate the performance
measures of multiple merge control algorithms.

The investigated merge control algorithms are described in Section 4. First, the com-
monly used First Come First Serve algorithm is discussed. Thereafter, the Round
Robin algorithm is explained, followed by the so-called Round Robin Adjusted algo-
rithm which is equipped with additional features. Besides these merge control algo-
rithms, the influence of the infeed controller is investigated. An infeed is a combination
of belts, appropriately placing the incoming parcels onto the main loop of the loop-
sorter. Note that each parcel stream moves over a different infeed.

After discussing the investigated control algorithms, the simulation details and results
are discussed in Section 5. First, a sensitivity analysis is applied to determine the
number of necessary replication, parcel arrival process, sample time, and required
measurement time. Thereafter, both the single infeed performance and the complete
merge area behavior are validated to ensure that the created model approximates the
real world system sufficiently well. Thereafter, Section 5.3 discusses the experiment
details, followed by the results in Section 5.4. The last part of the simulation chapter
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investigates whether the obtained results are also valid for other scenarios.

Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 6, which also includes recommendations for
future work.

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 2
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2 Problem Description & Background Information

2.1 Background

One of the systems Vanderlande produces for the parcel market is the crossorter. A
crossorter sorts incoming parcels by delivering them to the correct outfeed. Parcels
enter the crossorter via an infeed, which places the parcels onto the main conveyor.
This main conveyor transports the parcels towards the outfeed zones. The schematic
set-up of a simple crossorter system can be seen in Figure 2.1. The loop conveyor of
the crossorter is a fixed window conveyor, as visualized in Figure 2.2 . Parcels should
be placed in the middle of these windows, which are called carriers and large parcels
are placed on multiple carriers.

Figure 2.1: Simple crossorter area, with infeeds, the merge area and outfeeds.

Incoming parcels are scanned to determine their destination. Parcels will enter the
sorter via an infeed. An infeed accelerates a parcel at a certain point in time to place
the parcel on an empty carrier. After being placed on a carrier of the sorter loop, the
parcel travels towards a specific outfeed. At the point the parcel passes the desired
outfeed, the cross belt of the carrier will throw off the parcel.

The merge area, as shown in Figure 2.3, represents the area where parcels are placed
on the main conveyor via one or multiple infeeds. At the beginning of the merge area,
carriers pass a product sensor. This product sensor detects whether a passing carrier
is empty or occupied. Furthermore, a second product sensor at the end of the merge
area detects the occupied carriers.

A schematic model of an infeed is shown in Figure 2.4. A parcel is placed on the catch
section by an operator or it is thrown on it via a throw belt. This catch section moves
at a constant speed and transports the parcel towards the induct belts. A product
contour sensor, often placed in between the catch and induct belts, determines the
parcel dimensions. After the dimensions and position of the parcel being determined,

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 3
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Figure 2.2: Infeed(left) placing products on the carriers of the main conveyor [4].

Figure 2.3: Merge area with four infeeds

the infeed calculates the possible delivery profiles. At this point, two delivery profiles
are introduced:

• Accelerate Only (AO): First the parcel enters the infeed at a constant acceptance
speed (Vaccept). Somewhere on the induct belts, the parcel is accelerated with
a constact acceleration (a) until the delivery speed (vdeliver) is reached at which
the parcel will be inducted onto the loop sorter.

• Via Stop (VS): First the parcel enters the infeed at Vaccept. Thereafter, the parcel
will decelerate to zero with -a. The speed of the parcel will at least stay zero
until the minimum stop time (tminStop) has passed and then accelerates upto
vdeliver with a.

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 4
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Both delivery profiles are also shown in Figure 2.5. Note that the first possible accel-
eration point for the AO profile depends on the parcel size. The parcel has to pass the
product contour sensor with vaccept. Furthermore, the last possible moment to acceler-
ate a parcel on the infeed is also restricted, due to the limited acceleration possibilities
of the last belt of the infeed. The last belt on an infeed has limited acceleration possi-
bilities due to its shape and a parcel should travel at constant speed when it is nearly
inducted onto the loop sorter. Figure 2.6 shows an example of the carriers on which
a parcel can be inducted onto the main loop. Via the AO delivery profile a parcel is
inducted between T1 (earliest acceleration) and T2 (latest acceleration). If all carriers
in the AO window are occupied, the infeed will decelerate the parcel to a full stop.
The first reachable carrier is pointed by the T3 in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.4: Schematic overview of infeed an infeed, based on [5]. Note that not every type
of infeed has a throw section. Furthermore, the main loop is drawn transparent
because it is not a part of the infeed.

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 5
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Figure 2.5: The velocity-time plots of the delivery profile times for a parcel. These times
are parcel length dependent. Note that every time point between T1 and T2 can
be reached using the Accelerate Only profile. Furthermore, every time point
after T3 can be reached.

Figure 2.6: Schematic overview of an infeed including T1 (immediate acceleration), T2
(latest possible acceleration), T3 (fastest acceleration after Via Stop profile),
Accelerate Only window, and Via Stop window.
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There are multiple types of crossorters available, for which the carrier size and type of
infeed differs. Dependent on the combination of loop and infeed type, the capacity of
the crossorter differs. Therefore, two types of crossorters are introduced, namely the
low-capacity and high-capacity crossorter. As mentioned before, the most important
difference between those systems is the capacity. This difference in capacity is partly
the result of the higher loop speed for a high-capacity crossorter system. Furthermore,
the low-capacity and high-capacity infeeds differ in total length, number of induct
belts, vaccept, vdeliver, a, and the largest transportable parcel size.

2.2 Problem Description

The main objective of the merge area is to maximize the throughput of the crossorter.
In other words, as many as possible parcels should be placed on the carriers at the
end of the merge area. However, to avoid starvation, also workload balance among the
infeeds is an important objective. The term starvation means that delivery capacity
of an infeed is significantly limited due the interference regarding carrier allocation by
the parcels of other infeeds. To better explain the starvation, Figure 2.7 shows a peak
loaded merge area having four infeeds. As can be seen in this figure, the first two infeeds
can easily deliver their parcels due to the low utilization of the loop. Because of the
delivered parcels of the first two infeeds, the third infeed slightly struggles delivering
a parcel quickly after its arrival. Looking to the fourth infeed, it can be seen that all
carriers close to this infeed (dashed circle) are occupied by parcels of the other infeeds.
Therefore, parcels arriving at the fourth infeeds have to wait significantly longer before
they are delivered onto the main loop. This results in an unbalance in workload.

Figure 2.7: Peak loaded merge area with four infeeds, where the fourth infeed suffers finding
an available carrier close to the infeed, creating an unbalance in the delivery
capacity among infeeds.

By workload balancing one wants to prevent that infeeds struggle to find an available
carrier on the main conveyor. Another reason to balance the workload is to distribute
the amount of work over operators loading the infeeds. Note that unbalance among the
infeeds is allowed to maximize the merge capacity in case infeeds are not substantially
interfering with each other regarding delivery capacity [6].

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 7
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Currently, the equipment controller applies a First Come First Serve (FCFS) algo-
rithm. This algorithm will search for the first empty carrier at the point a parcel
fully passed the product contour sensor on an infeed. Whenever all carriers within the
possible delivery windows are unavailable, the parcel reservation is placed in a virtual
queue, and a free carrier passing the product sensor at the beginning of the merge area
is reserved. In case the sum of the flow of all infeeds is near/exceeds the main loop
capacity, this FCFS algorithm will result in starvation of the infeeds close to the end
of the merge area. Although this control algorithm can achieve a high throughput of
the main conveyor, a significant unbalance will be created among infeeds. This unbal-
ance is caused by the so called ’early reservation phenomenon’ [7]. This phenomenon
describes that downstream infeeds have less chance of finding an available carrier in
the Accelerate Only window, since these carriers are mostly occupied by parcels placed
by upstream infeeds. Therefore, an upstream carrier will be reserved which causes the
parcel to wait longer before the available carrier is at the infeed. At the same time,
the upstream infeed is able to deliver parcels quickly after a reservation, resulting in
more parcels being placed within the same amount of time.

A control algorithm significantly decreasing the unbalance between infeeds, is the
Round Robin (RR) algorithm. This algorithm pre-reserves carriers appearing at the
product sensor at the beginning of the merge area. Although the unbalance problem
appearing for the FCFS control algorithm is solved, the RR algorithm decreases the
throughput because carriers will remain empty if there is no parcel at an infeed for
which a certain cross belt carrier is pre-reserved.

Besides the aforementioned control algorithms, Peeters [8] investigated and designed
an algorithm to decrease the unbalance among infeeds without throughput degrada-
tion. The designed algorithm prioritizes parcels above others, by calculating the pre-
dicted performance measures. In his report, he describes an algorithm which applies a
performance measure equation to determine which parcel should be prioritized above
the others when two or more parcels are predicted to overlap in case they are placed
as fast as possible. The performance measure includes the predicted throughput for
both cases and the predicted unbalance. By adding a weight factor to the through-
put measure to indicate the importance of the throughput above the unbalance, it
is determined which parcel should be prioritized to achieve the highest performance
measure. The model of Peeters includes premerges and assumes that data such as
the parcel dimensions are already known when a parcel enters the system. Therefore,
the proposed merge balancing solution depends on data of other subsystems than the
merge area. This increases the occurrence of errors and may require a new high-level
controller. Furthermore, the results show that the created algorithm performs worse
compared to the FCFS algorithm when parcel slippage is taken into account.

2.3 Research Question

As mentioned, a characteristic of the FCFS algorithm is that during peak load situ-
ations unbalance between infeeds can occur. Downstream infeeds experience trouble
finding available carriers close to the infeed, which decreases their throughput. Due

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 8
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to the growing parcel and warehouse market, the implementation of merge balancing
algorithms for crossorters becomes more important to prevent starvation during heavy
load periods.

At the moment, values for Sales departments are calculated using a simplified excel
and simulation model, executed by applying deterministic arrival rates. As one can
imagine, the results of these methods are not accurate compared to the real world per-
formance of the system. Furthermore, new control algorithms can only be verified and
tuned after implementation. However, Vanderlande would like to have a predictable
way and early verification of the algorithm before implementation.

Therefore, Vanderlande invests in ”model driven development” to build a system in
software to match requirements and physical behavior and leave the current software
design constraints behind by generating and evaluating the merge control algorithms.

Benefits are:

• Control software is ready before they start designing mechanically and electron-
ically;

• Merge balancing and sorter utilization improvement;

• Accurate performance estimations for Simulations and Sales departments.

Schreuder created an infeed model to be able to validate the capacity of an infeed [3].
This infeed model should be the basis for reuse in the modeling of a merge zone model.

The first step in this project is to prove that a model can be delivered and executed,
which is capable of proving that there is room for merge balancing improvement. In
other words, the simulation results should clearly show an unbalance when applying
the FCFS control algorithm.

Thereafter, the goal is to develop and test different merge balancing algorithms and
improve the balance among infeeds without decreasing the throughput of the sorter
too much. Therefore, the performance measures of multiple control algorithms should
be investigated employing the model of a low-capacity merge area. Initially, the final
target was to combine those algorithms into a new control algorithm, able to perform
well under all circumstances. However, after the creation of the low-capacity model and
analyzing the results of the multiple control algorithms, the question raised whether
those results are similar for a high-capacity merge area. At this point, it is decided
to create a high-capacity merge area model to investigate whether the performance
measures of the multiple control algorithms are similar for the low-capacity and high-
capacity merge area. This way, it is prevented that a control algorithm is developed,
which is only suitable for a specific type of crossorter system.

The research question is: How do multiple control algorithms perform compared to
each other? Which control algorithm and parameter settings will decrease the unbal-
ance among infeeds, while decreasing system performance as little as possible? And,
does this solution depend on the infeed and crossorter type?

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 9
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3 Model Based Design method

To quickly investigate and analyze the performance measures of different control al-
gorithms for both a low-capacity and high-capacity system, a simple and easily ad-
justable model should be used, which approximates the real world system sufficiently
well. Therefore, the model should meet the following requirements:

• Suitable to evaluate control algorithms;

• Simple and transparent: Only include the most relevant parameters and pro-
cesses;

• Flexible;

• Efficient: Short simulation time;

• Accurate: Approximate the real world system performance sufficiently well.

This section discusses the advantages and disadvantages of three models, namely a
queuing model, the Stateflow model of Schreuder and a new created Stateflow model.
First the suitability of a simple queuing model is investigated. After discussing this
queuing model, the suitability of Schreuder’s model is highlighted. Finally a new
created Stateflow model, called the abstract model, is discussed.

3.1 Queuing model

This subsection investigates the suitability of a simple queuing model, which is similar
to the model presented in [9]. The queuing model simplifies the system to a merge
area where carriers are only reserved at a fixed point. This point is called the Window
Assignment Station (WAS), as can be seen in Figure 3.1. If a parcel enters an infeed, its
reservation enters the first-in-first-out WAS queue where all reservations are assigned to
passing carriers. The number of reservations an infeed can place in the queue depends
on the buffer size of an infeed. Furthermore, an infeed is blocked when the buffer
of the infeed is full, preventing new parcels from arriving until the infeed is available
again. The buffer size of an infeed can be related to the length of an infeed, the longer
an infeed is, the more parcels are allowed to move over an infeed simultaneously.

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 10
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Figure 3.1: Queuing-Theoretic Representation of merge area [9]

The queuing model is initially used to determine required buffer sizes of infeeds, given
the desired infeed utilization. However, using the queuing model to approximate a
merge area of Vanderlande, these buffer sizes are fixed.

Before discussing the formulas of the queuing model, relevant assumption are listed
below:

• The system is in a stationary state;

• Interarrival times of parcels are independent and exponentially distributed;

• Location of the WAS point is fixed;

• FIFO queue at WAS;

• Infeeds are blocked when the buffer is full;

• Fixed size carriers on the main conveyor.

The main difference between the queuing model and the merge area at Vanderlande is
the reservation of carriers. A carrier is only reserved at the WAS point in the queuing
model, which means that infeeds located at the end of the merge area have to wait
for a longer time before a reserved carrier passes the infeed. Furthermore, if a carrier
is not reserved at the WAS point, the carrier remains empty in the queuing model.
At Vanderlande, carriers are not reserved at one fixed point at the beginning of the
merge area. Contrary to the queuing model, an infeed at Vanderlande can reserve
carriers occurring in the deliver windows as explained in Section 2.1. These windows
are infeed specific, meaning that each infeed is able to reserve carriers close to the
infeed regardless of its location in the merge area. Therefore, a carrier passing the
beginning of the merge area at Vanderlande can still be reserved by an infeed.

The input parameters applied to determine the utilization and throughput of the
queuing theory model are:

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 11
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• Nominal arrival rate: λ[−/s] ;

• Distance of WAS point to infeed i : di[m];

• Velocity of main conveyor: v[m/s];

• Carrier size: CS[m];

• Fixed buffer size of infeed i : Ki[−];

• Number of infeeds: N [−];

Given these variables, the service rate of the main conveyor at the WAS (µWAS) can
be determined by: µWAS = v

CS

The equation for the waiting time (WWAS) of a parcel entering the queue at the WAS
point is shown below.

WWAS =
ρ2WAS

2λWAS(1 − ρWAS)
+

1

µWAS

(3.1)

where: ρWAS = λWAS

µWAS
.

As initial guess, WWAS = 1
µWAS

is taken, because the first parcel entering the system
only has to wait for a new carrier passing the WAS point.

Having the waiting time, the service times at infeeds (µi) can be calculated as follows:

µi =
1

WWAS + (di/v)
(3.2)

where after the probability of an infeed blocking (Pi) is calculated using:

Pi =
(λ/µi)

Ki/Ki!∑Ki

m=0(λ/µi)
m/m!

(3.3)

This probability of blocking is implemented to determine the new infeed utilization
Ui = 1 − Pi. When the infeed utilization is known, one can determine the arrival rate
at the WAS point as follows:

λWAS = λ
N∑
i=1

(1 − Pi) (3.4)

By inserting the new λWAS in (3.1), the new waiting times and infeed utilization can
be calculated by executing the above mentioned steps. This is done until convergence
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is reached, resulting in a negligible change in infeed utilization when executing a new
iteration.

To validate this procedure, the same input values are used as defined for the fixed
window case as described in [9]:

• λ = 0.27[−/s]

• di = (1.53, 5.18, 8.84, 12.50)[m]

• v = 1.42[m/s];

• CS = 1.53[m]

• Ki = (3, 4, 5, 5)[−]

• N = 4[−]

As can be seen in Table 3.1, the results of the queuing model are nearly the same as
the one in the reference model as described in [9]. Note that the differences in through-
put are not visible, since it is expressed in parcels per second instead of parcels per
minute. Therefore, the differences in throughput are in the fourth decimal. Because
the throughput is calculated by multiplying the utilization by the constant arrival rate,
the differences in throughput between the two models is the same as the difference in
utilization.

Table 3.1: Validation queuing model

Main Line Infeed 1 Infeed 2 Infeed 3 Infeed 4
Reference model 0.916 0.768 0.813 0.845 0.783

Utilization My implementation 0.917 0.769 0.813 0.845 0.784
[-] difference 0.11% 0.13% 0.00% 0.00% 0.13%

Throughput Reference model 0.856 0.205 0.217 0.225 0.209
[-/s] My implementation 0.856 0.205 0.217 0.225 0.209

The parameters applied to validate the model can also be used to show that there is
a problem applying the FCFS algorithm. Because in most applications, all infeeds in
a merge area are of the same type, the buffer sizes are set the same. Table 3.2 shows
the results for the queuing model for which all buffer sizes are set to 3.

Table 3.2: Throughput and utilization of system having same infeed buffer sizes

Main Line Infeed 1 Infeed 2 Infeed 3 Infeed 4
Utilization 0.847 0.888 0.783 0.688 0.607
Throughput [-/s] 0.791 0.237 0.209 0.183 0.162

As can be seen in Table 3.2, the downstream infeeds have a lower throughput and
utilization. Note, that the throughput of the first infeed increases, since the other
infeeds reserve less carriers in the WAS queue compared to Table 3.1.

TU/e Mechanical Engineering 13
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The next step is implementing the parameters of a merge area of Vanderlande into
the queuing model. This is done to validate whether the queuing model approximates
the real system well enough. The differences in throughput between the queuing
model and the data at Vanderlande are shown in Table 3.3. As it can be seen in this
table, the differences are significant. Furthermore, the unbalance among infeeds is
distributed differently. The percentages have a negative sign, because the throughput
and utilization gathered by the queuing model are smaller compared to the results of
the merge area of Vanderlande.

Table 3.3: Difference between queuing model and merge area of Vanderlande.The values are
negative because the queuing model results are smaller compared to performance
measures of Vanderlande.

Main Line Infeed 1 Infeed 2 Infeed 3 Infeed 4
Difference in throughput -28.64% -15.15% -27.00% -37.19% -36.17%

This difference in throughput and unbalance distribution can be explained by the
dynamic carrier reservation possibilities of the real world system contrary to the fixed
WAS point used in the queuing theory model. This dynamic reservation results in
better service times at the infeeds.

Probably, it is possible to create a queuing model which approximates the dynamic
reservation of carriers better. However, the queuing model would become too complex
due to the implementation of the probability of a carrier being occupied by one of the
upstream infeeds. Furthermore, the queuing model is limited for control algorithm
research. To investigate other control algorithms, the formula of the waiting time has
to be changed, by implementing (complex) priority rules. It can be concluded that
this simple queuing model found in the literature is not suited to investigate the merge
area performance of the systems of Vanderlande. The advantage of using a queuing
model is that no simulation time is needed to obtain results, since the model is a set
of equations.

3.2 Matlab simulation model of Schreuder

As described before, the found queuing model does not approximate the real world
system sufficiently well. Therefore, the suitability of a Matlab Stateflow [2] model is
investigated to approximate the merge area. Schreuder created a detailed Stateflow
model to determine and improve the design capacity of a low-capacity infeed. This
model includes both detailed plant dynamics of an infeed as well as the control part.
Furthermore, the model of this low-capacity infeed is validated for design capacity use
cases. Matlab Stateflow is the applied modeling tool within Vanderlande, and there-
fore preferred above other simulation tools. Additionally, Matlab makes it possible to
generate C code when the model includes all components of the real world system. In
an ideal case, Matlab can be used to test and develop new algorithms which are im-
plemented immediately after a successful test. However, to generate code, the Matlab
model should match the real world system.
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The advantage of Schreuder’s model is that parts of the real world system are approx-
imated in high detail. His model includes velocity tolerances, sensor delays and motor
response delays. Furthermore, his model is able to detect slippage of parcels. Because
belts are modeled as library blocks, it is possible to model other types of infeeds by
changing the number of belts and adjust the input parameters.

Unfortunately, the control part of Schreuder’s model is not suited for operational usage.
To determine the design capacity of an infeed, the main loop is kept empty and there
is only one infeed active. Therefore, all parcels accelerate early on the infeed. Due
to this early acceleration point of parcels and the empty main loop, it is unnecessary
to adapt the delivery profile of an incoming parcel based on the delivery profile the
downstream parcel. In operational circumstances, the main loop is not empty and
parcels can accelerate lately or are forced to stop. In case of late acceleration or a
VS delivery profile, the controller should adapt the possible delivery profiles of a new
incoming parcel to prevent slippage or collision of parcels. Furthermore, the high
detailed plant behavior results in a complex model, decreasing the adaptability of the
model. Moreover, due to the many details the simulation time considerably increases.

The following points should be implemented before Schreuder’s Stateflow model is able
to work in operational circumstances:

• Currently, time is defined in the infeed model, which would result in each infeed
having its own time. This results in synchronization problems.

• The delivery profile assigned to a new incoming parcel should adapt to the deliv-
ery profile of the downstream parcel. This is necessary to prevent slippage and
collisions.

• The target velocities of belts are overwritten whenever a new parcel arrives at
the infeed. In most cases, this results in slippage of a downstream located parcel
and a bad induct of this parcel on the main loop. Therefore, the target speeds
of a new incoming parcel should be stored in a temporary memory and assigned
to the belts at later point.

• If a downstream parcel has to stop for a long time on the infeed, there is no control
algorithm which determines whether the infeed should be blocked. Furthermore,
queuing multiple parcels is not possible.

• The communication between the plant model and supervisor of an infeed is set
globally. When using multiple infeeds, their communication will interfere.

• The belt speed is set to the minimum speed when a parcel leaves the belt.
However, when an upstream parcel is accelerating, the belt should not continue
the deceleration until it reaches the minimum speed, but should start accelerating
at the point it nearly reaches the speed of the upstream located belt, to perform
a slip free transfer of the parcel.

• The main loop controller does not track or reserve carriers.
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The problems stated above are solvable. However, due to the complexity of the model
it is difficult to quickly adapt the model. Furthermore, simulations are relatively
time intensive, making it less suited for quick analysis of merge balancing solutions.
Therefore, the model of Schreuder is only applied to provide input for a new model
and to validate assumptions regarding slip prevention. To provide all necessary input
information, a couple of the points listed above are fixed. Only the second and fourth
point are too complex to solve, because the control part should be fully re-designed.

Based on the combination of remodeling work, long simulation time and complexity
of Schreuder’s model, it is decided to build a new, less complex and faster Stateflow
model. This new model will be discussed in the next section.

3.3 Abstract Matlab simulation model

As mentioned before, a new Matlab Stateflow model of the infeed and the merge is
created. This model has to be less complex, however it should still approximate a
real infeed sufficiently well. Therefore, this model is based on the validated model of
Schreuder as discussed before.

Before describing the created Stateflow model, the assumptions are discussed in the
next section. Thereafter, the global architecture of the Stateflow model is explained,
followed by a more detailed description of the infeed and loop controller models.

3.3.1 Assumptions

To create a simpler model, the plant dynamics of the infeed and main loop are replaced
by time delays. Furthermore, it is assumed that the infeed is able to appropriately
place the parcel on the reserved cross belt carrier. This assumption is only valid if the
gap between incoming parcels is sufficiently large, or the times at which a parcel can
be placed on the loop depend on the delivery profile of the downstream located parcel.
Due to the assumption that the parcel is correctly placed on the reserved carrier,
it is not necessary to exactly track the position of a parcel on an infeed. The delays
replacing the movement of a parcel over the infeed are calculated using equations based
on Schreuder’s model, which are discussed in detail in Appendix A. These equations
are only applicable when the belt velocity tolerance is zero, which means that the belt
velocity is exactly equal to the target velocity of the belt. In the real world system,
there is often a small margin between the real belt velocity and its target velocity.

The main loop moves with a constant speed. Furthermore, all carriers have the same
size. Due to the constant speed and carrier size, it is known at what time the middle
of a carrier passes the center-line of an infeed, eliminating the need of a dynamic plant
model for the main loop. Therefore, the main loop is modeled as an array consisting of
the points in time each carrier passes an infeed or a sensor. Besides these time points,
the main loop array also tracks the status of each carrier.
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The assumptions are listed below:

• The velocity of the loop is constant;

• The belt velocity tolerance of an infeed is zero;

• Parcels do not slip;

• Carriers always accept a parcel in an appropriate way;

• Infeeds transport and induct each parcel appropriately in the middle of a carrier;

• The width of a parcel is 2/3 of the length of a parcel.

Due to the assumptions that no slippage occurs and that parcels are delivered ap-
propriately, the parcel arrival gap and parcel acceleration point on an infeed should
be restricted. The required restrictions differ for the low-capacity and high-capacity
infeed. Therefore, the implementations of these restrictions are separately discussed
in the next sections. Furthermore, additional assumptions regarding the VS delivery
profile are mentioned.

Low-capacity infeed

To assure that the infeed is always able to deliver the parcel in an appropriate way,
the gap between arriving items should be significantly large. For the low-capacity
infeed the gap between parcels is bounded in a way that each parcel can induct using
an unbounded AO delivery profile. In other words, whenever a parcel is inducted via
the AO profile, the next incoming parcel does not have to adjust its delivery profile
since the gap between the two parcels is sufficiently large. The results and test details
regarding the gap assumptions of a low-capacity infeed are discussed in Appendix B.1.

High-capacity infeed

Contrary to the low-capacity infeed, it is not a suitable assumption for the high-
capacity infeed to make the gap between parcels sufficiently large. Due to the higher
belt speeds, acceleration and number of belts, a high-capacity infeed is able to handle
more parcels simultaneously compared to the low-capacity infeed. However, due to
the shorter belts, the gap restriction as calculated for a low-capacity infeed becomes
large which eliminates the additional value of having a high-capacity infeed. The
delivery profile of a parcel should depend on the delivery profile of the downstream
parcel. Therefore, Schreuder’s model is remodeled to a high-capacity infeed, to test
how the acceleration point of an upstream parcel depends on the acceleration point of
a downstream parcel. Moreover, this restriction on the acceleration point should be
translated into an implementation for the abstract model. The exact test scenarios
and results can be found in Appendix B.2. It turns out, that no slippage occurs when
the induct carrier of the upstream parcel is located at least j carriers behind the carrier
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of the downstream parcel. Although this carrier restriction could be j − 1 for small
parcels, it is chosen that for all parcel sizes the first reachable carrier is at least j
carriers after the last inducted parcel of the infeed.

Another exception handling scenario occurs when a parcel accelerates lately (near to
T2). In this scenario, it is not possible for the next incoming parcel to accelerate lately,
because the last belt is not able to decelerate in time to accept the parcel slip free. In
the case of a late acceleration of the first parcel, the last belt can only accept parcels
already traveling at vdeliver when arriving at the last belt. If the second parcels wants
to enter the last belt at a lower speed, its delivery profile is adjusted to a VS profile
to prevent slippage.

Via Stop delivery profile

For both infeeds, the model of Schreuder is utilized to determine how many parcels
could be queued on the infeed using a VS delivery profile. Furthermore, for the high-
capacity infeed, it turns out that if two parcels are inducted VS, the second parcel
should also be placed at least j carriers behind the first parcel to prevent slippage
under all circumstances.

3.3.2 Global architecture

The interface and architecture of the model is shown in Figure 3.2. As can be seen, in-
feeds only communicate with the loop controller. The infeed model and loop controller
model will be discussed in the following subsections. Infeeds are modeled as library
blocks inside the Simulink toolbox. Therefore, new infeeds can be added by selecting
them in the library browser. Furthermore, all added infeeds are automatically updated
when changes are applied to the library block of an infeed.

The infeed model Schreuder created, is remodeled such that the communication of
his model is exactly the same as the input and output data that the abstract infeed
model applies. Therefore, it is possible to connect both the abstract infeed model as
the infeed model of Schreuder with the main loop controller. Note that both the loop
controller and all the infeeds do have the same global time as input to synchronize.

3.3.3 Infeed model

The infeed model uses delays to simulate the dynamic behavior of a parcel moving
over an infeed. Therefore, the infeed model includes n Item states and one Arrival

Signal state. The states inside the infeed are parallel active, meaning that they are
all active at the same time. A graphical representation of this infeed model with these
states is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the borders of the states are dashed lines,
indicating parallel executable states. Furthermore, solid state borders indicate exclu-
sively executable states, meaning that only one of these states can be active. Parallel
states are mostly introduced as super states including an exclusive state process. This
is also the case in the infeed. Inside the Item states, there are exclusive sub-states
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introduced to approximate the movement of the parcel over the infeed. Because it
is possible to have multiple parcels on the infeed simultaneously, the item states are
modeled as parallel states.

Figure 3.2: Architecture abstract MBD.

Figure 3.3: Infeed model.

Arrival Signal

As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the Arrival Signal state contains three sub-states.
The initial state is the No Arrival state. Whenever the interarrival time passes, an
event is sent to one of the item states to activate the movement of the parcel. After
sending this event, the Arrival state is activated. This state remains active until the
item returns whether the delivery profile is a AO or a VS profile. Whenever a parcel
has to stop on the infeed, it is checked whether the infeed should be blocked. This
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blocking of parcels is done to prevent collisions when one or more parcels are stopped
on the infeed. During this blockage, parcels are stopped outside the infeed until the
on the infeed stopped parcels reach a certain velocity and position at which it is safe
for new parcels to enter the infeed.

Figure 3.4: Arrival Signal state.

Item

Besides the Arrival Signal state, the infeed includes multiple Item states, because
multiple parcels can travel simultaneously over an infeed. These states are all modeled
the same, only their identifier variable is different. The initial state of an item is the
Idle state, as can be seen in Figure 3.5. When a specific Item receives the arrival
event from the Arrival signal the Arriving state becomes active, illustrating the
movement of the parcel over the product contour sensor. After the parcel length
dependent delay passed, the Request Carrier state is activated. In this state, the
Item sends the time windows at which it can be delivered to a carrier(T1,T2 and T3)
and its size to the loop controller to request a carrier. Dependent on the answer of
the loop controller, the Accelerate Only or the Via Stop state is activated. When
the parcel should travel using the AO profile, the Accelerate Only is activated until
the reserved carrier passes the infeed. At the moment the reserved carrier passes the
infeed, the transition to the Idle state is taken. Similar, the Via Stop state becomes
active when the reserved carrier is in the VS delivery profile window. As can be
seen in Figure 3.5, this VS loop towards the idle state contains one additional state.
This additional Deliver Parcel state is introduced to give a clearance signal to the
Arrival Signal when necessary. The transition from Via Stop to Deliver Parcel

is taken at the moment that the parcel is nearly delivered. If the infeed is blocked
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and the parcel is the last VS moving parcel on the infeed, the infeed will be cleared
and new parcels can enter the infeed safely. Once in the Deliver Parcel state, the
transition to the idle state is taken when the reserved carrier is at the infeed.

Figure 3.5: Item state.

3.3.4 Loop controller

Besides the Stateflow model for the infeed, also a new merge controller model is created.
As discussed before, the plant model for the main loop is substituted by a structure
containing the following information:

• Carrier identity (ID);

• Carrier status (free, pre-reserved, reserved, occupied);

• Infeed ID, to indicate for which infeed a carrier is (pre-)reserved;

• Time points at which the middle of a carrier passes the center of an infeed;

• Time points the carrier passes specific sensors or control objects.

The loop controller has three states and multiple functions. The first state is the Merge
Algorithm Controller, which has just one state with a self-loop. This self-loop is
taken whenever the loop controller receives a request from an infeed. The self transition
activates multiple functions which reserve a carrier and return the information of the
reserved carrier to that specific infeed. Which carrier is reserved depends on the active
control algorithm, which is implemented as an independent function.

Besides the Merge Algorithm controller, there are two other states, namely the
Product Placed On Loop and the Point Of No Return state. Similar to the Merge
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Algorithm controller these two states have just one state with a self-loop. The
Product Placed On Loop state checks whether a reserved carrier is at the specific
infeed it is reserved for. If the carrier is at the infeed for which it is reserved, the
self-loop activates a function which updates the carrier tracking matrix and changes
the status of this specific carrier into occupied.

The third state is the Point Of No Return state. This transition also updates the
carrier tracking array. However, this update gives away unused pre-reserved carriers
and is only used whenever a specific algorithm is active. This specific Round Robin
Adjusted algorithm is discussed in Section 4.3. All the state diagrams are shown in
Figure 3.6, note that the functions are not included in this Figure.

Figure 3.6: Loop controller model.

To explain the process of the loop controller into more detail, Figure 3.7 shows the
model architecture and communication streams between multiple functions in the loop
controller. The loop controller is activated when it receives a carrier request from one
of the infeeds. Depending on the active algorithm, the loop controller forwards the
request to the desired algorithm. The algorithm employs the carrier tracking array to
find and reserve a carrier. Furthermore, the algorithm function returns the reserved
carrier information to the controller, which sends the information towards the infeed.
Momentarily, the active algorithm is static and not configurable during a simulation.
However, by implementing each algorithm as a separate function with the same input
and output interface, it is possible to change between algorithms during a simulation
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by building a switch control part inside the loop controller. Furthermore, by keeping
the input and output interface the same for each algorithm, it is easier to add new
control algorithms.

As stated before, control algorithms are modeled as functions. Preferably, these func-
tions are graphic functions, so they are easier readable and therefore less sensitive for
mistakes. The control algorithms implemented in the merge controller are discussed
in Section 4.

Figure 3.7: Architectural diagram of the loop controller part which handles the carrier re-
quest of infeeds.
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4 Control algorithms

This section shortly explains the five investigated control algorithms. First the First
Come First Serve (FCFS) algorithm is discussed. Furthermore, the standard Round
Robin (RR) algorithm is discussed. After explaining these two commonly used algo-
rithms, a kind of mixture algorithm named the Round Robin Adjusted (RRA) algo-
rithm is discussed. Besides comparing the multiple loop control algorithm, it is also
investigated how the infeed influences the merge balancing performance. Therefore, a
third delivery profile is introduced to the model. Note that this third delivery profile
is not a control algorithm of the loop. However, this third delivery profile in combi-
nation with the FCFS and RR algorithms is introduced as new algorithm to compare
the results.

4.1 First Come First Serve

The FCFS algorithm is mostly applied at Vanderlande. As mentioned in Section 2.2,
the disadvantage of FCFS is the unbalance among infeeds when the merge area is peak
loaded. The FCFS control algorithm searches for the first reachable free carrier on
the loop. The carriers on the loop are not pre-reserved for a specific infeed and will
be reserved by the first infeed requesting that specific carrier. The FCFS algorithm
works as follows:

1. Search for free carriers in the AO window.

2. If there is no free carrier available in the AO window, search for free carriers in
the VS window.

3. Select and reserve the first available carrier.

Note, that some parcels need to be placed on multiple carriers. In those cases, the
algorithm searches for the first combination of free consecutive carriers. Because the
graphical representation of all functions is nearly the same, this figure is discussed in
summary Section 4.5.

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, infeed 2 requests a carrier. In this specific example,
all carriers in the AO profile are empty. Therefore, the loop controller reserves the
first carrier in the AO window, which is marked by the 2 above it. Note, that in this
specific figure, the VS window is only drawn up to the product sensor. However, the
parcel will be placed in the virtual queue if these carriers are all occupied.
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Figure 4.1: Merge area applying FCFS algorithm. The AO window and VS window of the
parcel on the second infeed are marked. Applying the FCFS algorithm, the
carrier marked with the 2 above it is reserved for this parcel.

4.2 Round Robin

Another well known algorithm is the Round Robin (RR) algorithm. This algorithm
pre-reserves each carrier for infeeds sequentially at the beginning of the merge area.
Figure 4.2 shows the idea behind the RR algorithm, if there are three infeeds (1,2, and
3), the distribution string becomes: 123. By pre-reserving the not occupied carriers,
the number of carriers which could be taken by the infeeds is limited. Similar to
the FCFS algorithm, the RR algorithm first searches in the AO window. The only
difference is that the algorithm now searches for pre-reserved carriers instead of free
carriers.

Figure 4.3, shows the same situation as the example introduced in Figure 4.1 for the
FCFS algorithm. However, in this specific example for the RR algorithm, the carriers
are pre-reserved as explained before and as shown in Figure 4.2. The pre-reserved
carriers are marked by the grey numbers and the reserved carriers are marked by the
bolt black numbers. Comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.3, the carrier reservation of the
parcel has changed. Applying FCFS, the first carrier in the AO window is reserved.
However, this first carrier is now pre-reserved for the first infeed. Therefore, the second
carrier in the AO window is reserved. Note that also the allocation of the parcel on
the first infeed has changed.
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Figure 4.2: Merge area applying RR algorithm. Carriers are pre-reserved (grey numbers)
for the three infeeds using the 123 distribution string.

Figure 4.3: Merge area applying RR algorithm. Carriers are pre-reserved (grey numbers)
for the three infeeds using the 123 distribution string. The AO window and
VS window of the parcel on the second infeed are marked. Applying the RR
algorithm, the carrier marked by the bolt 2 is reserved for the parcel on the
second infeed.

4.3 Round Robin Adjusted

As third control algorithm, the aforementioned RR algorithm is expanded. As can be
seen in Figure 4.3, the passed and unused carriers remain pre-reserved for a specific
infeed. Consequently, these carriers remain empty which negatively influences the
utilization of the main loop at the end of the merge area. Therefore, the Round Robin
Adjusted (RRA) algorithm is introduced. The RRA control algorithm frees unused
pre-reserved carriers, which then can be reserved by another infeed. This means, that
this algorithm searches for the first free or pre-reserved carrier in a FCFS manner.
Therefore, the search procedure for this algorithm is a mixture of both the RR and
the FCFS algorithm.
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Let’s take a look at the same example as discussed before for the RR and FCFS
algorithms. Figure 4.4, shows how this situation is approached by the RRA algorithm.
As can be seen in this figure, unused pre-reserved carriers are given free. Therefore,
the parcel on the second infeed is allocated to the first carrier in its AO window.
Furthermore, it is impossible for one infeed to appropriately induct two parcels on
two consecutive carriers in operational circumstances. Therefore, if one of the carriers
next to the allocated carrier is pre-reserved for the same infeed, this neighbor carrier
is given free. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the carrier on the left side of the allocated
carrier for the second infeed is given away.

Figure 4.4: Merge area applying RRA algorithm. Carriers are pre-reserved (grey numbers)
for the three infeeds using the 123 distribution string. The AO window and
VS window of the parcel on the second infeed are marked. Applying the RRA
algorithm, the carrier marked by the bolt 2 is reserved for the parcel on the
second infeed.

The idea of the RRA algorithm is based on a paper [10]. In this paper, also pre-
announcement of parcels on the belts upstream of the infeed is discussed. The idea
behind pre-announcing parcels is that a more upstream sensor counts the number of
parcels located in between this sensor and the infeed. Furthermore, the number of
parcels waiting on the infeed to be allocated is counted. If the sum of parcels re-
announced and waiting to be allocated is less than the number of pre-reserved carriers
in a specific window, the superfluous carriers are set free.

Although this pre-announcement of parcels should increase the utilization, it is not
implemented in the RRA algorithm for the research of this graduation project. The
first reason for not implementing the early announcement of parcels is the absence of
upstream conveyor belts for the low-capacity infeed. The low-capacity infeed is loaded
by an operator, who places the parcels onto the catch-belt. Furthermore, this research
focuses on the scenarios in which the arrival capacity of parcels is very high. Therefore,
the chance that the number of pre-reserved carriers in a specific window exceeds the
number of parcels is very small. This eliminates the functioning of this feature, and
makes it unnecessary for implementation at this point.
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4.4 Low Velocity delivery profile

The aforementioned algorithms are all related to the merge controller. However, the
performance of an infeed could be increased. Figure 2.5 shows the delivery profiles of
an infeed as introduced at the beginning of this report. At this point, a third delivery
profile is added. The goal of this third delivery profile is to close the gap between the
AO window and the VS window. This gap is fully covered by decelerating a parcel
to a speed in-between vaccept and zero, then transport the parcel for a certain time at
this speed (vlow), and thereafter accelerate it to vdeliver. This third delivery profile is
therefore called the Low Velocity (LV) delivery profile. As can be seen in Figure 4.5,
this LV delivery profile is able to induct parcels before T2 and after T3. By changing
the value of vlow and the point of deceleration and acceleration, it is possible to induct
a parcel everywhere between T2 and T3. The exact values and calculations proving
that this third profile is able to deliver parcels everywhere between the AO window
and the VS window can be found in the confidential Appendix D.

The lower belt speed increases the time it takes to transport a parcel from one belt
onto the next belt. Furthermore, a belt needs to adapt its speed to the next upstream
parcels after delivering the downstream parcel to the next belt. The sum of the time
a parcel is moving over a belt and the time it takes for a belt to adjust its speed to
appropriately accept the next parcel is called the cycle time of the belt. Using the
LV delivery profile, the cycle time of belts increases, which increases the can chance
of slippage. Therefore, assumptions are made regarding the follow up time and the
possible delivery profiles of the next incoming parcel.
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Figure 4.5: Two Low Velocity profiles and the T1,T2,T3 marked of the AO and VS delivery
profiles. This LV delivery profile is able to induct parcels in the gab between
T2 and T3.
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For both the infeed types, worst case assumptions are made to prevent slip. Therefore
the follow up time restrictions and delivery profile restrictions are chosen the same
as the restrictions applied for the VS delivery profile. Probably, the restrictions for
a delivery profile close to the AO delivery profile could be less limiting. However, by
applying the same kind of restrictions as the VS profile, complex restriction implemen-
tations are prevented. Furthermore, it decreases the chance that an infeeds gets stuck
in the LV profile. Due to the increasing cycle time of a belt if a downstream parcel is
delivered applying a LV profile, the delivery profile of the upstream parcel is probably
also the LV delivery profile. This increases the overall transport time of parcels on the
infeed, which decreases the capacity. Therefore, the VS restriction blocks the infeed
if a specific number of parcels is using the LV profile. This interruption increases the
chance that the next parcel is delivered via the AO delivery profile.

4.5 Summary

The aforementioned algorithms are all modeled having the same graphical function
architecture, which can be seen in Figure 4.6. Note, that the Forced Via Stop profile
transition is a dotted line. This transition is only created to determine the design
capacity of an infeed using the VS delivery profile. However, in operational circum-
stances to investigate the merge balancing problem, this transition will not be active.

As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the first step is to find carriers meeting a certain condition
(Condition1). This condition contains a delivery profile window and a carrier status.
If none of the carriers meet the condition, the transition No available carriers found
is taken. Thereafter, carriers meeting Condition2 are selected. After finding carriers
meeting one of the two conditions, the first carrier (or first combination of carriers in
case of a multi-carrier parcel) is selected and reserved. Table 4.1 summarizes these
two conditions for all discussed algorithms.

Table 4.1: Overview of the algorithm conditions shown in Figure 4.6.

Condition1 Condition2
Control algorithm Window Carrier status Window Carrier status
FCFS AO Free VS Free
RR AO Pre-reserved VS Pre-reserved
RRA AO Free or Pre-reserved VS Free or Pre-reserved
FCFS+LV AO Free LV+VS Free
RR+LV AO Pre-reserved LV+VS Pre-reserved

The input and output parameters of the algorithm function blocks are standardized.
Because all algorithms apply the same communication interface, new algorithms can
be implemented faster and the loop controller can easily switch between algorithms.
Note that the graphical function of the RRA algorithm is slightly different. The
RRA algorithm has an additional transition after the Reserve first available carrier
transition, which checks whether the carriers next to the reserved carrier could be set
free.
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Figure 4.6: Graphical algorithm function. Condition1 and Condition2 depend on the
selected control algorithm. The Forced Via Stop profile transition is unused in
operational circumstances and therefore visualized as a dotted arrow.
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5 Simulations

In this section, the simulation details and results are discussed for both the low-
capacity merge area as well as the high-capacity merge area. However, before dis-
cussing the results regarding the merge balancing performance, a sensitivity analysis
and validation of the abstract model is discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Furthermore,
the experiment details are mentioned in Section 5.3. After discussing the simulation
results in Section 5.4, the validity of the gathered results are investigated in Section
5.5.

5.1 Sensitivity Analysis

To determine the input parameters and necessary replications a sensitivity analysis is
done. First, the interarrival process of parcels is investigated to determine how the
arrival process of parcels influences the results of the simulations. Furthermore, the
influence of increasing the sample time is discussed to shorten the overall simulation
time. Thereafter, the number of required replications and the necessary measurement
time is discussed.

Parcel arrival process

The main loop is a fixed window loop due to its fixed size carriers. Therefore, it
is investigated how the start position of the first carrier influences the results of a
simulation. Furthermore, also the arrival time of the first parcel on an infeed influences
which carrier should be allocated. To investigate how the start point of the first
carrier and the arrival time of the first parcel on an infeed influence the results, a
couple of simulations are executed. These simulations are executed applying both a
deterministic and stochastic parcel arrival process. For a deterministic arrival process,
the gap between parcels is always the same. This gap between parcels is defined as
the space between the tail of the first parcel and the head of the second parcel. For
the stochastic arrival rate, a disturbance is added to this fixed gap. Therefore, the gap
between parcels is no longer constant and not every infeed has the exact same arrival
input. Furthermore, the distribution of the parcels differs for each infeed. This means
that the total parcel distribution for each infeed is the same, however, the sequence of
arrival is different for each infeed.

To determine the influence of the start circumstances on the results both for a stochas-
tic and a deterministic parcel arrival process, multiple simulations are executed. The
difference between these simulations are the start position of the carriers and the ar-
rival time of the first parcel on an infeed. Note that the input interarrival times of the
parcels are exactly the same for all simulations. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the start
circumstances do influence the results gathered, when applying a deterministic arrival
process. For the first three infeeds, the influence is negligible. However, for the last
infeeds struggling to find an empty carrier, the difference in throughput is significant.
It is concluded that the start scenario influences the results significantly when apply-
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ing a deterministic arrival process. Due to the deterministic arrival process, repeating
patterns are created regarding the carrier reservation and allocation.

Figure 5.1: Throughput of the seven infeeds
applying a deterministic arrival
process. Each simulation applies
a different start scenario regard-
ing the carrier position and the
interarrival time of the first par-
cel.

Figure 5.2: Throughput of the seven infeeds
applying stochastic arrival pro-
cess. Again, the start sce-
nario regarding the carrier po-
sition and the interarrival time
of the first parcel are varied over
the simulations.

Contrary to the fixed gap between parcels of the deterministic arrival process, a small
noise signal is added to the arrival process of the parcels. This noise is modeled as
an additional gap added to the fixed target gap between parcels. As can be seen in
Figure 5.2, the results of the multiple simulations applying a stochastic arrival rate,
are more uniform and no extreme peaks occur. This means that the system does not
stuck into a negative allocation trend due to noise introduction on the parcel arrival
signal.

Based on the results discussed above, it is decided to apply a stochastic arrival pro-
cess and vary the start positions of both the carriers and the parcels. This decreases
the differences between simulation results and therefore decreases the amount of nec-
essary replications. Furthermore, a disturbance on the parcel arrival process closer
approximates the real world system.

Sample time

To improve the simulation time, the number of samples could be reduced. However, by
increasing the sample time, the system will probably behave differently. This difference
in system behavior is caused by transitions taken at a different time point due to the
increased sample time. This also means that requests of infeeds are send at different
time points. In some cases this could result in a different carrier reservation, when
the carrier is just outside the delivery window. This difference in carrier reservation is
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caused by the increased displacement of a carrier during one sample, when increasing
the sample time.

Schreuder applies the same sample time as the real world system. To determine the
influence of increasing the sample time with a factor of ten, Figure 5.3 is created. Note
that the disturbance on the item gap is applied to prevent startposition dependent
results. Furthermore, the results are based on 20 replications.

Figure 5.3: Comparing simulation results of the initial real world sample time and an in-
creased sample time

As can be seen in Figure 5.3, the differences between the results is negligible small.
Therefore, the sample time is set ten times the real world sample time. This increased
sample time shortens the simulation time. Due to the percentage of movement of a
carrier and belt in one sample time step, it is chosen to not increase the sample time
any further.

Replications and measurement time

To determine the accuracy of the gathered results, the number of replications is inves-
tigated. Although a high number of replications increases the accuracy, it is also more
time intensive. Therefore, it is investigated how the average value and the standard
deviation of the throughput changes when the number of replications increases. Fur-
thermore, the utilization of the main loop is investigated. Therefore, Figure 5.4 shows
the moving average of the utilization during a single simulation. The utilization data
in this figure is measured every second and based on fifty carriers, which means that
a single carrier influences the utilization for 2%. As can be seen, the utilization of the
main loop first increases until approximately 0.8. Thereafter, the utilization fluctuates
around this value.
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Although a deterministic arrival process of parcels decreased the influences of the start
scenario, Figure 5.2 shows that the obtained results differ. Therefore, it is chosen to
calculate the results based on twenty replications. As can be seen in Figure 5.5,
the average value of the moving average utilization fluctuates less and the minimum
and maximum values of all replications do not have extreme peaks compared to the
utilization of a single simulation as shown in Figure 5.4.

The standard deviation or confidence interval is not plotted in Figure 5.5, because the
standard deviation is maximal 3.22% of the average value. Therefore, the confidence
interval is too close to the average value to make it properly visible.

Besides the utilization, also the throughput measurement is investigated for twenty
replications. Therefore, the obtained throughput results obtained by executing twenty
and fifty replications are compared. Table 5.1 shows the differences in obtained values
for the infeed throughput for three different test cases. The differences between these
test cases are the applied control algorithms. As can be seen in Table 5.1 the maximum
difference is 0.95%. Furthermore, the standard deviation is at most 3.15% of the
average value. Therefore, it is concluded that twenty replications gives a good balance
between the accuracy of the results and the overall required simulation time. The
differences compared to fifty replications are small. Furthermore, simulations applying
five and ten replications are too inaccurate and had a significantly larger standard
deviation compared to twenty replications.
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Figure 5.4: Moving average of the main loop utilization for one simulation.
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Figure 5.5: Moving average of the main loop utilization for twenty replications. Note the
the upper and lower bounds are the minimum and maximum values, not the
confidence intervals.

Table 5.1: Difference between the determined average throughput value based on twenty
replications compared to throughput value obtained with fifty replications.

Throughput difference [%]
Test case Infeed 1 Infeed 2 Infeed 3 Infeed 4 Infeed 5 Infeed 6 Infeed 7

1 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.27 0.19 0.05
2 0.03 0.03 0.48 0.95 0.15 0.16 0.22
3 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.00

Besides the necessary number of replications, also the required measurement time is
investigated. The measurement of data starts after the start-up procedure finishes,
which is around fifty seconds in Figure 5.4. To determine the required measurement
time, Figure 5.6 shows how the measured utilization value changes over the time
measured. Note, that this average line is based on the data of twenty replications.
Furthermore, the upper and lower bounds indicate the spread of the single replications
on which the average value is based. As can be seen, the average utilization first
raises and thereafter slowly decreases towards an utilization of approximately 0.8.
Furthermore, the data of the single replications is spread widely in the beginning.
Figure 5.6 shows the importance of measuring the data over a longer period in time.
In this case, a measurement time of approximately 500 seconds or more is required to
get an accurate result.
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Figure 5.6: Measured utilization when starting the measurement at 50 seconds based on 20
replications. The upper and lower bounds indicate the spread of the utilization
obtained by the replications.

5.2 Validation

To see whether the created model approximates the real world system sufficiently
well, this abstract model is validated against both the model of Schreuder and results
obtained by the Vanderlande simulation department. Schreuder’s model of the low-
capacity infeed is validated against the design capacity measured by Vanderlande. The
difference between the design capacity tests were beneath 5%. Therefore, the behavior
of an infeed against an empty loop is validated by comparing the results of Schreuder’s
model and the abstract infeed model. To validate the allocation and functioning of the
merge area, simulations described in an internal simulation report [11] are implemented
and simulated. This second validation is also used to determine whether the made
assumptions are sufficient to approximate the merge area in operational usage.

Single infeed validation

As mentioned before, the model of Schreuder is not suited to simulate operational
scenarios. However, it is suited to see whether the abstract infeed model approximates
the infeed system sufficiently well. Therefore, an identical simulation is executed
for both the abstract infeed model and the infeed model of Schreuder. Note that this
specific simulation applies a fixed gap without additional noise on the arrival gap. The
abstract infeed model is validated by comparing the difference in carrier allocation
of both the models. Therefore, the difference in carrier allocation is measured and
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expressed as ∆Carrier, where ∆Carrier = 1 indicates that a specific parcel is placed one
carrier earlier or later in the abstract model compared to Schreuder’s validated model.

As can be seen in Table 5.2, the average value of ∆Carrier increases slightly over the
amount of inducted parcels. However, the maximum difference over 300 inducted
parcels is two carriers, which is a deviation of 0.67%. Furthermore, the behavior
is exactly the same for small parcels, which is probably the result of the larger AO
delivery profile window for small parcels.

Table 5.2: Average value of ∆Carrier for large, medium and small parcels.

Average ∆Carrier [-]
Large Medium Small

Parcel ID parcels parcels parcels
1 to 50 0.24 0.14 0.00
51 to 100 0.48 0.50 0.00
101 to 150 0.76 0.80 0.00
151 to 200 1.24 1.14 0.00
201 to 251 1.46 1.50 0.00
251 to 300 1.78 1.80 0.00

The difference in carrier allocation is explainable by comparing to the complexity of
both the infeed models. Schreurder’s detailed infeed model includes velocity tolerances.
Due to the velocity tolerances, the velocity of the belts might not be exactly the target
speed of the belt. The abstract infeed model assumes that belts always move with the
exact target velocity. Therefore, there could be a difference in the transport velocity
of a parcel resulting in a different carrier reservation over a longer period in time.

Furthermore, the abstract infeed model includes less states and transitions to simulate
the arrival and movement of a parcel towards and over the product contour sensor.
Transition guards are checked every sample time, resulting in a sample time based
activation of the next state. If a movement is defined by multiple transitions and states,
the movement steps are rounded multiple times, increasing the differences between the
real movement and the simulated movement. Therefore, the allocation difference of
two carriers after inducting 300 parcels is also a result of the less states and transaction
in the abstract infeed model compared to the infeed model created by Schreuder.

Due to the minimum differences of 0.67% in carrier reservation, it can be concluded
that a single abstract infeed model approximates the behavior of a single infeed suffi-
ciently well. Note that the difference compared to the real world system is larger than
0.67%, since the reference model of Schreuder also differs from the real world system.
However, his model performance differs less than 5% compared to the validated system
at Vanderlande.

Merge area validation

To validate whether the behavior of the complete merge area does approximate the real
world system sufficiently well, merge area related simulations described in a simulation
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report [11] are executed. For seven different test cases, the throughput of each infeed
is compared. These test cases differ in applied parcels arrival capacity, active infeeds
and parcel size. The differences between the results of the simulation report and the
results of abstract model are summarized in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Difference in throughput compared to the simulation report.

Throughput difference [%]
Test case Infeed 1 Infeed 2 Infeed 3 Infeed 4 Infeed 5

1 2.14 4.64 0.58 3.74 -
2 3.00 2.70 1.69 1.24 -
3 0.13 1.51 1.24 3.93 -
4 8.60 4.87 7.45 3.09 8.27
5 0.06 0.05 0.40 0.59 15.73
6 3.58 3.47 0.55 1.21 4.23
7 0.08 0.74 4.02 1.74 7.69
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Figure 5.7: Throughput results of test case 3, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.

As can be seen in Table 5.3, the difference in throughput are in most cases less than
5%. However, the results of test case 4 and the last infeed of test case 5 differ sig-
nificantly. To get a better feeling for the differences between the abstract model and
the simulation report, Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the throughput results of test case 3
and test case 4. Furthermore, similar figures for the other test cases can be found in
Appendix C.1.
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As can be seen in Figure 5.8, the throughput of the abstract model is higher for all
infeeds except for the first infeed. This difference in throughput looks similar to the
difference between Figures 5.1 and 5.2, where the throughput results between a deter-
ministic and stochastic parcel arrival process is plotted. The difference between the
results obtained by the abstract model and the simulation report are probably the re-
sult of the difference in arrival process. As discussed in Section 5.1, simulations should
be performed using a stochastic arrival rate and should be based on at least twenty
replications in combination with minimum measurement time for each simulation.
The results of the abstract model are obtained by performing twenty replications and
a stochastic arrival process. Furthermore, the start location of carriers and interarrival
time of the first parcel differ for each replication. The results of the simulation report
are based on single simulations applying a deterministic arrival rate, which explains
the differences between the throughput values. Although the differences in simulation
parameters make it hard to determine how close the abstract model matches the merge
area behavior, it can be concluded that the shapes of the unbalance graphs are similar.
Furthermore, more than 80% of the compared throughput results differ less than 5%.
Therefore, it is concluded that the modeled merge area approximates the behavior of
a merge area sufficiently well to investigate the difference between multiple control
algorithms.
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Figure 5.8: Throughput results of test case 4, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.
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5.3 Experiment details

Before discussing and comparing the performance measures of the control algorithms,
the details of the experiments are discussed. The results of the sensitivity analysis in
Section 5.1 are applied to the experiments. First, the interarrival process of the parcels
is defined in this section. Furthermore, the applied parcel size distribution is discussed
for the low-capacity and high-capacity merge area. Thereafter, it is explained why the
number of active infeeds inside the merge area is varied.

Interarrival process

To properly compare the control algorithms for peak load moments, each active infeed
is peak loaded. Therefore, the interarrival time between parcels is set to the minimum
interarrival time for which the infeed can handle the parcels slip free. Note that a
disturbance signal is added as discussed in Section 5.1. Furthermore, the minimum in-
terarrival time for a low-capacity infeed and high-capacity infeed differ, as is explained
in Section 3.3.1

Parcel size distribution

The overall applied parcel size distribution is chosen to be merge area dependent. For
a proper comparison between a low and high-capacity crossorter, two typical parcel
distributions are applied. The parcel distributions for the merge areas are shown in
Figures 5.9 and 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Parcel distribution of the low-capacity merge area.
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Figure 5.10: Parcel distribution of the high-capacity merge area.

As can be seen in these figures, the high-capacity parcel distribution includes larger
parcels and has the shape of a bimodal distribution. Each infeed is loaded with the
same parcel distribution during simulation. However, the order of occurrence is random
for each specific infeed.

Number of active infeeds

As mentioned before, each active infeed is peak loaded during a simulation. Although a
merge area does have a fixed number of infeeds, infeeds could be inactive due to several
reasons. Therefore, the number of active peak loaded infeeds is varied to investigate
how this influences the performance of the applied control algorithms. The number
of active infeeds varies from a minimum number of infeeds which should be able to
utilize the main loop for approximately two-third upto a number of infeeds such that
the total input capacity is more than twice the maximum output capacity of the loop.
Note that less high-capacity infeeds are needed to achieve the same loop utilization as
multiple low-capacity infeeds do.

5.4 Results and discussion

The performance measures of the multiple control algorithms are investigated for the
low-capacity and high-capacity crossorter. This section discusses the results of the
simulations. Furthermore, the low-capacity merge area is compared with the high-
capacity merge area. Therefore, all axis of the figures do have the same range to
properly compare the algorithms and the high-capacity and low-capacity systems. On
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the horizontal axis, the number of infeeds is varied and translated into the maximum
achievable utilization of the loop by that specific number of active infeeds. Further-
more, the figures do have two vertical axes, namely the utilization and the unbalance.
The utilization expresses the utilization of the main loop at the end of the merge area
and is scaled for the measurement points where the number of active infeeds are not
able to fully occupy the loop. This means that if the number of infeeds can utilize the
loop for at most 80%, this value is scaled upto 100%. This way, the utilization graph
is ideally a horizontal line of the value one.

The unbalance of infeed i in the merge area is calculated by equation (5.1):

unbalancei =
throughputi − throughput

throughput
× 100% (5.1)

where throughputi is the throughput of infeed i and throughput is the average infeed
throughput in the merge area. This average throughput is calculated calculated by
equation (5.2):

throughput =
1

m

m∑
i=1

throughputi (5.2)

where m is the number of active infeeds. In the result figures, the unbalance of the
worst performing infeed is shown on the second vertical axis (min

i
(unbalancei)). This

unbalance is negative because throughputi ≤ throughput for this infeed. Therefore,
similar to the utilization graph, the unbalance graph decreases (unbalance becomes
more negative) when the applied control algorithm performance decreases.

Ideally the result figures do have two horizontal lines at zero unbalance and an uti-
lization of one. The lower the utilization and unbalance graphs, the worse the control
algorithm performs. An algorithm performs well, if the loop utilization is between 0.9
and 1.0, while having an unbalance between -10 % and 0 %.

First Come First Serve

The FCFS control algorithm is mostly implemented at Vanderlande. This algorithm
searches for the first available empty carrier. During peak loads, starvation of the
downstream located infeeds creates unbalance.

As can be seen in Figure 5.11, the unbalance is close to zero and utilization is above
0.9 for the scenario that the number of active infeeds are not able to fully occupy
the loop (if: (total input capacity)/(maximum loop capacity) ≤ 1). Furthermore, the
utilization first drops slightly to the point where the number of active infeeds should be
able to fully utilize the loop. Thereafter, the utilization increases again and becomes
one if the total input capacity is 1.6 times maximum loop capacity.

If the input capacity is less than the loop capacity, the absolute unbalance of the
FCFS algorithm is less than 10%, which is relatively good. However, when increasing
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the input capacity by activating infeeds, the unbalance becomes worse using FCFS.
If the input capacity exceeds the loop capacity, the unbalance decreases below -20%.
Furthermore, the unbalance becomes more negative when the total input capacity
increases.

To compare the low-capacity and high-capacity results, Figure 5.12 shows the perfor-
mance measures of the high-capacity merge area applying the FCFS control algorithm.
As can be seen, the utilization first decreases and thereafter increases when increas-
ing the total input capacity. Furthermore, the unbalance measure decreases when
increasing the total input capacity by adding active infeeds. Although the values of
the results in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 are not exactly the same, a similar trend regarding
utilization and unbalance can be seen.
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Figure 5.11: Utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area applying the FCFS
control algorithm.
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Figure 5.12: Utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area applying the FCFS
control algorithm.

Overall, it is concluded that the FCFS algorithm performs well when the number of
peak loaded infeeds is not able to fully utilize the loop. This is concluded for both
the low-capacity and high-capacity merge area. If the total input capacity exceeds the
maximum loop capacity, the balancing performance quickly decreases.

Round Robin

The second investigated control algorithm is the RR algorithm. The results of the
RR algorithm for the low-capacity merge area under peak load can be seen in Figure
5.13. This figure shows that the utilization increases from 0.5 upto approximately 0.9
if the total input capacity increases towards the maximum loop capacity. If the input
capacity slightly exceeds the maximum loop capacity, a peak in the utilization graph
can be seen. Furthermore, when more active infeeds are added, the utilization drops
again, where after it increases towards one.

The unbalance in Figure 5.13 is nearly constant around zero. Therefore, it is concluded
that the RR control algorithm balances the workload equally over the infeeds regardless
the number of active infeeds.

The results of the high-capacity merge area can be seen in Figure 5.14. Similar to the
low-capacity merge area, the RR algorithm balances the workload equally under all
circumstances. However, the utilization differs significantly when comparing Figures
5.13 and 5.14. Initially, the high-capacity merge area utilizes the main loop better
than the low-capacity merge area. However, the first peak in the utilization graph
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of the high-capacity merge area is lower compared to the peak of the low-capacity
merge area. Thereafter, the utilization decreases less significantly when the number
of active infeeds is further increased. However, the utilization starts increasing at an
input/output capacity ratio of approximately 2.1 instead of 1.3 for the low-capacity
merge area.

The unbalance measures of the low-capacity and high-capacity applying the RR control
algorithm are similar. However, the shapes of the utilization graphs differ significantly
comparing the high-capacity and the low-capacity system. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that the RR control algorithm is more sensitive to the type of merge area than
the FCFS control algorithm. When comparing the RR algorithm performance mea-
sures with the FCFS algorithm results, it can be concluded that the RR algorithm
better balances the workload. However, the utilization of the RR algorithm is worse
for most of the scenarios. Only if the total input capacity is significantly larger than
the loop capacity, the RR algorithm performs equally well as the FCFS algorithms
when looking to the utilization. The insufficient utilization performance is caused by
unused pre-reserved carriers which remain pre-reserved after passing the infeed for
which they were pre-reserved. Therefore, downstream infeeds are not able to utilize
these carriers.
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Figure 5.13: Utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area applying the RR
control algorithm.
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Figure 5.14: Utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area applying the RR
control algorithm.
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Figure 5.15: Utilization of the high-capacity and low-capacity system applying the RR con-
trol algorithm. The horizontal axis is modified to the input capacity the infeeds
have when every parcel is handled applying the Via Stop profile.
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The aforementioned difference in utilization performance between the low-capacity
and high-capacity merge area can be explained by the difference in the VS delivery
profile. If there is no pre-reserved carrier in the AO window, the infeed stops the
parcel. However, the follow up time and possibility to queue items differ for the low-
capacity and high-capacity infeed. Furthermore, the required number of active infeeds
to obtain a certain ratio between the total input capacity and the maximum loop
capacity differs. To investigate whether these VS profile differences indeed influence
the RR algorithm performance, the horizontal axis is adjusted to the capacity the
infeeds should have if every parcel is delivered using the VS delivery profile. As can
be seen in Figure 5.15, both the graphs peak at the point that the VS capacity equals
the maximum loop capacity. In other words, the RR control algorithm performs best
if the number of infeeds is such that the pre-reserved carriers always occur in the VS
window.

Round Robin Adjusted

The third investigated control algorithm is the RRA algorithm, which frees non-
allocated pre-reserved carriers. This freeing of non-allocated carriers should improve
the utilization of the merge area compared to the RR control algorithm. The gathered
results for the low-capacity and high-capacity system can be seen in Figures 5.16 and
5.17. It can be seen that the RRA algorithm improves the utilization troughs of the
standard RR algorithm. However, the utilization peaks are approximately similar for
both the RRA results and the RR results.

The unbalance measures in Figure 5.16 perform well if the total input capacity ap-
proximates the maximum loop capacity or when all pre-reserved carriers occur in the
VS window (if: (total input capacity)/(maximum loop capacity) ≥ 1.6) . However,
outside these areas, the unbalance is worse compared to the standard RR algorithm.
This deteriorated unbalance is caused by the upstream infeeds, which do not have
the possibility to deliver parcels on unused carriers. Therefore, the throughput of the
infeeds at the beginning of the merge area is less compared to the throughput of the
infeeds located at the end of the merge area.

As can be seen in Figure 5.17, the overall performance of the high-capacity system
is better than the low-capacity system employing the RRA control algorithm. The
utilization of the high-capacity merge area differs in-between approximately 0.8 and 1,
which is still less than the FCFS utilization. However, employing FCFS the unbalance
deteriorates by increasing the number of active infeeds, whereas applying the RRA
algorithm, the unbalance first improves, thereafter deteriorates, but improves again at
the end.

Similar to the RR algorithm, the Figures 5.16 and 5.17 differ significantly. Again, it
can be concluded that this algorithm is sensitive to the Via Stop procedure differences
between the low-capacity and high-capacity systems.
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Figure 5.16: Utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area applying the RRA
control algorithm.
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Figure 5.17: Utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area applying the RRA
control algorithm.
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First Come First Serve and Low Velocity profile

Besides the aforementioned control algorithms, also the influence of a third delivery
profile is investigated. This LV delivery profile, as discussed in Section 4.4, is first
investigated in combination with the FCFS control algorithm. The results of the low-
capacity and high-capacity systems can be seen in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. As can be
seen, combining the LV delivery profile with the FCFS control algorithm results in a
good overall utilization. However, the unbalance deteriorates quickly when the total
input capacity exceeds the loop capacity. These figures are similar to Figures 5.11 and
5.12, where the results of the FCFS control algorithm without the LV delivery profile
are plotted. Therefore, the same conclusion as for the standard FCFS can be drawn.

Due to the small differences between the of the FCFS control algorithm with and
without introducing the LV delivery profile, Figure 5.20 is created. This figure shows
the performance measures for the high-capacity merge area by employing FCFS both
with and without the LV delivery profile. As can be seen in this figure, the LC
delivery profile slightly improves the utilization performance and the unbalance when
the input capacity is less than the maximum loop capacity. However, if the input
capacity further increases by increasing the number of active infeeds, the application
of the LV delivery profile results in a decrease in the balancing performance. A similar
figure for the low-capacity merge area is plotted in Appendix C.2.

Due to the increased infeed performance when applying the LV delivery profile, the
infeeds located in the middle of a merge area are able to induct more parcels. There-
fore, the infeeds located at the end of the merge area struggle even harder finding an
available carrier if the total input capacity of all infeeds exceeds the loop capacity.
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Figure 5.18: Utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area applying the FCFS
control algorithm and LV delivery profile.
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Figure 5.19: Utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area applying the FCFS
control algorithm and LV delivery profile.
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Figure 5.20: Comparing the utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area ap-
plying the FCFS control algorithm with and without the LV delivery profile.
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Round Robin and Low Velocity profile

The LV delivery profile is also combined with the standard RR algorithm. As discussed
before, the effect of having a third delivery profile in combination with the FCFS
control algorithm was surprisingly small. The results of infeeds having a LV delivery
profile combined with the RR control algorithms is shown in the Figures 5.21 and
5.22. As can be seen in these figures, the workload is balanced equally regardless the
number of active infeeds or system type.

For both the low-capacity and high-capacity systems, it can be seen that the utilization
is relatively low when total input capacity is less than the maximum loop capacity.
However, compared to the RR algorithm without the LV delivery profile, the loop
utilization is improved for this scenario. Looking to the utilization for the case that
the total input capacity exceeds the loop capacity, it can be seen that both the systems
fully utilize the loop. This high utilization combined with the evenly distributed
workload among the infeeds results in the ideal merge area performance. Therefore, it
is concluded that the combination of the RR algorithm and the LV delivery profile is
the ideal control combination for the scenario that the number of active peak loaded
infeeds is able to fully utilize the main loop.
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Figure 5.21: Utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area applying the RR
control algorithm and LV delivery profile.
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Figure 5.22: Utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area applying the RR
control algorithm and LV delivery profile.
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Figure 5.23: Comparing the utilization and unbalance of the high-capacity merge area ap-
plying the RR control algorithm with and without the LV delivery profile.
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Figure 5.23 combines Figures 5.22 and 5.14 to compare the influence of the third de-
livery profile on the performance measures when applying the RR control algorithm.
As can be seen in Figure 5.23, employing infeeds equipped with the LV delivery profile
eliminates the utilization trough after the first peak of the standard RR algorithm.
Furthermore, the overall utilization is improved, which can also be seen in the similar
figure for the low-capacity infeed in Appendix C.2. Based on these results, it is con-
cluded that the LV delivery profile significantly increases the performance measures of
the RR control algorithm.

Contrary to the FCFS control algorithm, the combination of the RR algorithm and
infeeds having the LV delivery profile increases in performance when the number of
active infeeds raises. However, the FCFS algorithm still performs better if the total
input capacity does not exceed the maximum loop capacity.

5.5 Validity of results

To create a mapping of the control algorithm performance, the number of active peak
loaded infeeds is varied. Therefore, the number of active infeeds is increased by acti-
vating one or multiple subsequent infeeds. This however, raises the question whether
the gathered results also apply for other combinations of the same number of active
infeeds. Alternating the location of active infeeds influences the location of the AO
and VS windows of the infeeds, which changes the interference of these windows. This
change in delivery window interference probably results in different carrier allocations.
As discussed in the sensitivity analysis in Section 5.1, the merge area performance mea-
sures are sensitive to changes regarding carrier allocation. Therefore, an additional set
of simulations is used to investigate whether a different combination of active infeed
locations influences the merge area performance.

For the additional test cases, a merge area with seven infeeds is used to determine
whether the location of active infeeds influences the performance measures. Therefore,
the total number of active infeeds is varied from four up to six active infeeds. Note,
that the number of possible test cases depends on the number of active infeeds. The
number of possible test cases for five active infeeds is larger than the possible test
cases varying six active infeeds when the total merge area has seven infeeds.

For the test cases applying five and six active peak loaded infeeds, all possible combi-
nations of active infeed locations are investigated. However, due to the large number
of possibilities combined with twenty replications, not all possible combinations are
investigated for the scenario of having four active infeeds. Because not all possible in-
feed locations are investigated for four active peak loaded infeeds, the tested scenarios
are listed in Table 5.4. Moreover, the simulation circumstances are again based on the
findings of the sensitivity analysis in Section 5.1 and the same parcel distribution is
applied as discussed in Section 5.3.
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First Come First Serve

Figure 5.24 shows the results of the test cases having four active infeeds in the merge
area applying the FCFS control algorithm, where each bar color plots the result of a
different test case. As can be seen in this figure, there is a negligible small difference
between the test case results. Furthermore, it should be noted that the unbalance
between the throughput of the infeeds is small. This negligible unbalance indicates
that the infeeds hardly interfere regarding carrier allocation.

Due to the low unbalance in workload having four active infeeds, the combination of
active infeeds does not influence the performance measures of the merge area. There-
fore, the results of five and six active infeeds are plotted in Figures 5.25 and 5.26.

Table 5.4: Investigated combinations having four active peak loaded infeeds.

Test Active infeed
case locations

1 1 2 3 4
2 1 3 4 5
3 1 3 5 7
4 1 5 6 7
5 1 2 6 7
6 1 3 4 7
7 1 3 4 6
8 1 2 3 7
9 1 2 4 5

As can be seen in Figure 5.25, the unbalance increases when a fifth infeed is activated.
However, the differences in throughput between the test cases is again negligible when
applying the FCFS algorithm. Adding an additional sixth infeed, the unbalance in-
creases as can be seen in Figure 5.26. Although the differences between the active
infeed combinations are more significant compared to the Figures 5.24 and 5.25, it
can be concluded that the aforementioned results for the FCFS control algorithm are
valid for other active infeed combinations. This conclusion is also drawn for a merge
area applying the FCFS algorithm in combination with infeeds having the LV delivery
profile. These figures can be found in Appendix C.3.
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Figure 5.24: Alternating the location of four active infeeds in a merge area applying the
FCFS control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Figure 5.25: Alternating the location of five active infeeds in a merge area applying the
FCFS control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Figure 5.26: Alternating the location of six active infeeds in a merge area applying the
FCFS control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.

Round Robin

The same test cases are simulated applying the RR control algorithm. The results
are shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28. These figures show that the throughput is evenly
balanced over the number of infeeds as expected. Furthermore, the differences in
throughput between the simulations applying a different combination of active infeed
locations are negligible. Comparing Figures 5.26 and 5.28, it can be seen that the
merge area employing the RR algorithm is less sensitive to a different combination of
active infeeds than a merge area employing the FCFS algorithm.

The results for the merge area applying the RR algorithm in combination with four
active infeeds can be found appendix C.3. Furthermore, also the results of a merge
area combining the RR algorithm and infeeds having a LV delivery profile are discussed
in Appendix C.3. These results are similar to the aforementioned test cases when
applying the RR control algorithm. Therefore, it is concluded that the results obtained
when applying the RR control algorithm, are valid for all combinations of active infeeds
within a merge area.
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Figure 5.27: Alternating the location of five active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RR control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Figure 5.28: Alternating the location of six active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RR control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Round Robin Adjusted

To show that the results discussed in Section 5.4 also apply for other combinations
of active peak loaded infeeds in a merge area applying the RRA algorithm, Figures
5.29 and 5.30 are plotted. As can be seen in Figure 5.29, the last two infeeds are
able to use the not used carriers of the first infeeds, which is typical for the RRA
control algorithm. Furthermore, this figure shows that the differences in throughput
alternating the active infeed combination are negligible small. Also, the test case
results of having six active infeeds shows a negligible small difference in throughput,
as can be seen in Figure 5.30. This negligible difference is also obtained for the test
case of four active infeeds, which is shown in Appendix C.3. Note that the unbalance
of Figure 5.30 is nearly zero because the total input capacity approximately equals
the maximum merge capacity. This small unbalance is similar to results shown in the
Figures 5.16 and 5.17.

The results discussed above and in Appendix C.3 show that if the total number of
peak loaded active infeeds is kept constant, the performance measures of the merge
area do not depend on the location of the active infeeds. Therefore, the results of
all control algorithms discussed in Section 5.4 are valid for all combinations of active
infeed locations within a merge area.
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Figure 5.29: Alternating the location of five active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RRA control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Figure 5.30: Alternating the location of six active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RRA control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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6 Conclusion and recommendations

Conclusion

The created abstract model reduces the time required to investigate how a new control
algorithm or other improvements influence the performance measures of a merge area.
Due to the elimination of the plant details, new algorithms can be implemented and
tested without the need of defining all exception handling scenarios or physical limita-
tions of the existing system. Therefore, the abstract model prevents time consuming
development and testing of inefficient control algorithms. To put this into perspective,
the implementation of a new control algorithm at Vanderlande could take more than a
month, because the control algorithm first needs to be coded into detail, including all
communication and exception handling details of the real world system. Thereafter,
the algorithm has to be implemented into the test environment. Whereas for the ab-
stract model, the basic idea of the algorithm can be implemented in a couple of days
and immediately be tested for several use cases.

Although it is not exactly known how accurate the obtained throughput values are for
operational merge area simulations, the abstract model approximates the merge area
behavior sufficiently well to provide an early indication of the performance compared to
other control algorithms. As a result, the created model is already applied to provide
an advise regarding the control algorithm for a major project at Vanderlande.

One of the disadvantages of the abstract model is that the system is not able to detect
slippage. Therefore, assumptions regarding the minimum gap between parcels and the
limitations of the acceleration point are based on test cases simulated employing the
model of Schreuder.

When reviewing the research question:

How do multiple control algorithms perform compared to each other? Which control
algorithm and parameter settings will decrease the unbalance among infeeds, while
decreasing system performance as little as possible? And, does this solution depend on
the infeed and loopsorter type?

it can be concluded that none of the investigated control algorithms solves the merge
balancing problem sufficiently well for all investigated peak load scenarios. Looking
to the utilization, the FCFS control algorithm combined with infeeds applying the LV
delivery profile performs the best for all the number of active peak loaded infeeds.
However, the RR algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile nearly ideally bal-
ances the workload of the merge area. The RRA algorithm performs slightly better
than the RR algorithm. However, the RRA algorithm is not able to increase the
performance sufficiently.

Applying a third delivery profile has minor influences on the performance measures of a
merge area employing the FCFS control algorithm. However, in combination with the
RR control algorithm, this LV delivery profile significantly improves the performance
measures of the merge area. Moreover, this combination of the RR algorithm and the
LV delivery profile results in the ideal performance for the case that the number of
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peak loaded infeeds is able to fully utilize the main loop.

Comparing the results of the low-capacity system and high-capacity system, it can
be concluded that the exact values of the performance measure differ significantly.
Although this difference in the exact values, the performance graphs are similar when
applying the FCFS algorithm. Furthermore, the RR algorithm combined with the
LV delivery profile shows a similar trend for the performance measures comparing
the low-capacity and high-capacity merge areas. Due to the differences in the Via
Stop handling between the low-capacity and high-capacity system, the performance
measures graphs of these merge areas applying the RR or RRA algorithm are less
similar.

Although it is mentioned that none of the investigated control algorithms performs
good in all circumstances, a controller able to dynamically switch between algorithms
will solve the merge balancing problem. The FCFS algorithm performs good if the
number of peak loaded infeeds is not able to fully utilize the main loop. Furthermore,
the RR control algorithm combined with infeeds equipped with the LV delivery profile
has the best possible performance if the number of peak loaded infeeds is able to fully
utilize the main loop. By creating a controller which switches at the point when the
input capacity of the infeeds is approximately equal to the maximum loop capacity,
the unbalance will remain small without decreasing the utilization of the merge area.
Implementing this controller results in the best performance measures for both the low-
capacity and high-capacity merge area. Furthermore, the switching point is identical
for both the low-capacity and high-capacity system, namely when the total input
capacity equals the main loop capacity.

Recommendations

The created model is suited to compare the performance of new algorithms with other
algorithms. Furthermore, the single infeed performance against an empty loop is vali-
dated to be accurate. However, the accuracy of the throughput values when simulating
an operational merge area is still questionable. Therefore, the next step in the vali-
dation process should be validation of the complete merge area against the emulation
software of Vanderlande. The differences between the results will provide feedback to
further improve the applied assumptions, to better approximate the real world system.

Furthermore, this report focuses on the scenarios of peak loaded infeeds, since the
merge balancing problems occur when the system is heavily occupied. However, it
could be the case that not all of the active infeeds are peak loaded in the real world
operation circumstances. To get an insight in the performance of the control algorithms
for those scenarios, an additional set of test cases has to be executed. These results
can be used to create a 3-D mapping of the performance measures, by adding a third
axis for which the load of active infeeds is varied. This 3-D mapping can be used to
determine in which scenario a control algorithm performs best.

As mentioned in the conclusion, a switching algorithm results in the best performance
of the workload balance and utilization of the merge area during peak loads. How-
ever, it has not been investigated how the switching should be triggered and whether
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quick switching results in unstable merge performance. Therefore, the feasibility of a
dynamic control algorithm should be investigated.

Furthermore, this thesis only investigates equal pre-reservation of the carriers entering
the merge area when employing the RRA control algorithm. Therefore, the percentage
of pre-reserved carriers is exactly the same for all active infeeds. Probably, the per-
formance of this algorithm can be improved by explicit pre-reservation, which means
that the percentage of pre-reserved carriers differs for each active infeed. Note that
this explicit balancing feature is already available, but not investigated in this report
due to lack of time.

Currently, the carrier tracking array is used to validate whether a new implemented
control algorithm behaves as it is intended to do. However, checking the changes
in this carrier tracking array to determine whether parcels are placed on the correct
carriers is rather complex. Therefore, a visualization of the merge area and the carrier
allocation process will improve the implementation of new control algorithms.
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A Time delay formulas

In this appendix, the equations applied to define the parcel movement over the in-
feeds are discussed. Furthermore, the calculations of T1, T2 and T3 can be found in
Appendix A.2

A.1 Parcel movement

The parcel movement delays depend on the parcel size. Therefore, Figure A.1 shows
how the parcel dimensions are defined. As can be seen in this figure, the actual
dimensions are called the framework dimensions of the parcel (PF). Furthermore, the
projection of the parcel sizes into the transport direction (PT) of the infeed are defined
in equations (A.1) and (A.2). Equation (A.3) expresses the movement of the parcel
over the product contour sensor including the additional sensor delay needed to process
the measured data (tPD).

Figure A.1: Parcel dimensions

lPT = lPF sin(θ + α) + wPF cos(θ + α) (A.1)
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wPT = lPF cos(θ + α) + wPF sin(θ + α) (A.2)

dtPCS =
lPT
vaccept

+ tPD (A.3)

After sending the request towards the merge controller, the parcel moves towards the
main loop. Due to the assumption that the infeed handles the parcel appropriately, it
is not necessary to track the exact location of the parcel on the induct belts. Therefore,
this movement of the parcel is not defined by equations.

A.2 Delivery window times

To determine the possible delivery moments of a parcel, the boundaries of the AO
delivery window and the first reachable VS delivery time are calculated. The AO
window is bounded by T1 and T2. Furthermore, the first possible moment to deliver
a parcel using the VS delivery profile is defined as T3.

First, the constant variables are explained starting with the position(x) of the parcel
head with respect to the beginning of the catch belt (CB) in equation (A.4).

x = vaccept tPD + lCB + lPT (A.4)

The last belt of an infeed, named the delivery belt (DB), can only partly accelerate.
Therefore, this belt transports a parcel at a constant speed for at least dsSDB meters.
Due to the fixed vdeliver, the last belt should at least move at a constant speed for
dtSDB = dsSDB

vdeliver
seconds. Furthermore, the middle of the parcel should leave the infeed

when the carrier passes. Therefore, equations A.5 and A.6 are used to calculate the
delay between the parcel head leaving the infeed and the parcel middle leaving the
infeed.

dsdeliver =
lPT
2

(A.5)

dtdeliver =
dsdeliver
vdeliver

(A.6)

Other constant variables are the speed change responds (dtSC , dsSC = dtSC vaccept) of
the belt motors and the lengths of an induct belt (lIB).

First the equations used to calculated T1 are discussed, which are defined in equations
(A.7) to (A.11). Therefore the parcel acceleration slope (dtacc and dsacc) is calculated,
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where after the parcel moves vdeliver for the remaining part of the infeed (dssteady and
dtsteady). T1 is defined as a sum of the speed change responds, the acceleration time,
the time it takes to reach the steady moving part of the delivery belt, the steady
moving delivery part, and time it takes to deliver half the parcel transport length.

dtacc =
vdeliver − vaccept

a
(A.7)

dsacc =
1

2
a dt2acc + dtaccvaccept (A.8)

dssteady =
∑

(lIB) + lCB + (lDB − dsSDB) − x− dsacc − dsSC (A.9)

dtsteady =
dssteady
vdeliver

(A.10)

T1 = dtSC + dtacc + dtsteady + dtSDB + dtdeliver (A.11)

The delivery profile of T2 is very similar to the delivery profile of T1. However, the
steady movement (dtsteady) is now calculated by applying vaccept, as can be seen in
equation (A.12). Furthermore, equations (A.7), (A.8) and (A.9) do also hold for T2,
which is calculated by equation (A.13).

dtsteady =
dssteady
vaccept

(A.12)

T2 = dtSC + dtsteady + dtacc + dtSDB + dtdeliver (A.13)

Looking to the VS delivery profile, an additional deceleration slope (dsdec and dtdec)
is introduced as can be seen in equations (A.14) and (A.15). Furthermore, there is a
minimum stopping time (tminStop) before belts can start accelerating. Thereafter, the
acceleration slope starts at zero instead of vaccept.

dtdec =
−vaccept
−a

(A.14)

dsdec = dtdecvaccept −
1

2
a dt2dec (A.15)
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dtacc =
vdeliver
a

(A.16)

dsacc =
1

2
a dt2acc + dtaccvaccept (A.17)

dssteady =
∑

(lIB) + lCB + (lDB − dsSDB) − x− dsdec − dsacc − dsSC (A.18)

The T3 delivery profile is calculated by Equation (A.19).

T3 = dtSC + dtsteady + dtdec + tminStop + dtacc + dtSDB + dtdeliver (A.19)
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B Parcel gap and delivery profile limitations

This appendix discusses the restrictions regarding the minimum gap between arriving
parcels and the delivery profiles restrictions to prevent the occurrence of slippage.
First, the minimum required gap for the low-capacity infeed is discussed in Appendix
B.1. Furthermore, the parcel gap and delivery profile limitations applied to the high-
capacity infeeds are discussed in Appendix B.2

B.1 Low-capacity infeed

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the gap between arriving parcels at a low-capacity infeed
is chosen such that the delivery profiles of new incoming parcels is not limited by the
downstream parcel. First, the minimum gap between parcels entering the first induct
belt is determined. This minimum gap should be large enough, such that the worst
case cycle time of the belt is passed before a new parcel enters the infeed. Because the
entrance velocity of a parcel is constant, the worst case cycle time is divided by the
entrance velocity to obtain the minimum required gap.

Figures B.1 and B.2 show the results of the minimum required gap for the first induct
belt. Looking to this figure, it cannot be concluded that the worst case minimum gap
values depend on the acceleration point of the parcel head.
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Figure B.1: Minimum gap dependent on the parcel size of last entered parcel on the first
induct belt against the acceleration point of the parcel head.

Therefore, Figure B.2 is plotted, in which the acceleration point of the parcel tail
is plotted on the horizontal axis. As can be seen in this figure, the peaks are now
located at the same acceleration point. Therefore, it can be concluded that the worst
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case cycle time of the first induct belt depends on the acceleration point of the parcel
tail. The exact value for the minimum required gap can be found upon request in the
confidential Appendix D.
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Figure B.2: Minimum required gap between incoming parcels on the first induct belt against
the acceleration point of the parcel tail.

Although the aforementioned parcel gap prevents incoming parcels from slipping on the
first belt, this gap does not eliminate the occurrence of slippage at all belts. Therefore,
the worst case cycle time of the other belts is investigated. This is done by calculating
the cycle time of a belt against the acceptance velocity of the next incoming item.
Furthermore, it is calculated how fast the next item arrives when applying the gap
found in Figure B.2. For multiple parcel sizes, the results are plotted in the Figures
B.3 until B.8. Slippage occurs when the graph of the next parcel arrival time is below
the cycle time graph. As can be seen in these figures, small parcels need a larger
gap restriction to prevent slippage. Therefore, the minimum required parcel gap is
increased such that arrival time graph exceeds the cycle time of the belt. The result
of this additional parcel gap can be seen in Figure B.9 for a parcel size of 0.1 [m]. As
can be seen in this Figure, the cycle time of the belt does not exceed the arrival time
of the next incoming parcel, which indicates that the belt is able to accept this new
parcel appropriately.
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Figure B.3: Worst case cycle time and next parcel arrival time when applying the mini-
mum gap for the first induct belt for a parcel of 0.1[m]. When the Belt cycle
time exceeds the arrival time of the next parcel, slippage occurs due to speed
differences.
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Figure B.4: Worst case cycle time and next parcel arrival time when applying the mini-
mum gap for the first induct belt for a parcel of 0.2[m]. When the Belt cycle
time exceeds the arrival time of the next parcel, slippage occurs due to speed
differences.
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Figure B.5: Worst case cycle time and next parcel arrival time when applying the mini-
mum gap for the first induct belt for a parcel of 0.3[m]. When the Belt cycle
time exceeds the arrival time of the next parcel, slippage occurs due to speed
differences.
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Figure B.6: Worst case cycle time and next parcel arrival time when applying the mini-
mum gap for the first induct belt for a parcel of 0.4[m]. When the Belt cycle
time exceeds the arrival time of the next parcel, slippage occurs due to speed
differences.
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Figure B.7: Worst case cycle time and next parcel arrival time when applying the mini-
mum gap for the first induct belt for a parcel of 0.5[m]. When the Belt cycle
time exceeds the arrival time of the next parcel, slippage occurs due to speed
differences.
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Figure B.8: Worst case cycle time and next parcel arrival time when applying the mini-
mum gap for the first induct belt for a parcel of 0.6[m]. When the Belt cycle
time exceeds the arrival time of the next parcel, slippage occurs due to speed
differences.
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Figure B.9: Worst case cycle time and adjusted next parcel arrival time when for a parcel
of 0.1[m]. The parcel gap is set large enough to prevent the belt cycle time
from exceeding the arrival time of the next parcel.

B.2 High-capacity infeed

Similar to the low-capacity infeed, the minimum gap to prevent slippage at the first
induct belt is investigated for a high-capacity infeed. As mentioned in Appendix B.1,
the minimum required gap depends on the acceleration point of the leaving parcel
tail. Therefore, Figure B.10 shows the minimum required gap plotted against the
acceleration point of the parcel tail for the first induct belt of the high-capacity infeed.
To prevent slippage of the arriving parcel, the minimum gap is set to the maximum
found gap value in Figure B.10.

Schreuder’s model is used to investigate a different way to prevent parcels from slip-
ping. The earliest possible acceleration point of a new arriving parcel is therefore lim-
ited by applying a restriction on the carrier reservation possibilities. In other words,
the first reachable carrier(T1) depends on the carrier reservation of the downstream
parcel. This way, the acceleration point is restricted by preventing an upstream parcel
from closely approaching the downstream parcel.
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Figure B.10: Minimum required gap between incoming parcels against the acceleration point
of the parcel tail for a high-capacity infeed.

To determine the exact value of this carrier restriction, a set of test cases is executed
with the model of Schreuder. In these test cases, two parcels enter the infeed employing
the earlier obtained minimum gap. Initially, the first incoming parcel is delivered to
the first reachable carrier. Furthermore, the infeed tries to deliver the second arriving
parcel as quick as possible. If slippage is detected in the delivery trajectory of this
second parcel, the model restarts the simulation and applies a restriction on the carrier
reservation of the second parcel. This restriction forces the second parcel to take one
carrier located behind the quickest possible carrier. In case of slip detection, the
restriction is increased by an additional carrier, which is repeated until no slippage is
detected.

If no slippage is detected, the same procedure is repeated for the scenario that the first
incoming parcel is delivered on the second or third available carrier. This way, the
carrier restriction is determined for all possible delivery scenarios of the first parcel.

The results of those tests are shown in Tables B.1 and B.2 for the AO delivery profiles.
The delta carrier variable in these tables expresses the difference in occupied carrier
identifier. In other words, if the first parcel is delivered to carrier 20 and the second
parcel to carrier 25, the delta carrier value is 5. Furthermore, the applied carrier
restriction column indicates the necessary carrier restriction to perform a slip free
parcel delivery of the second parcel. This carrier restriction value is defined similar to
the delta carrier variable.

Tables B.3 and B.4 show the results of similar VS moving parcels. As it can be seen
in those tables, no additional carrier restriction is necessary.
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Table B.1: Result carrier restriction test cases applying 0.15 [m] parcel as second arriving
parcel.

Length first Delta carrier Applied carrier
parcel [m] [-] restriction[-]
0.15 j -
0.15 j-1 -
0.15 j-1 j-1
0.2 j -
0.2 j-1 -
0.2 j-1 j-1
0.2 j j-1
0.3 j -
0.3 j-1 -
0.3 j-1 j-1
0.4 j -
0.4 j-1 -
0.4 j-1 j-1
0.5 j -
0.5 j-1 -
0.5 j-1 j-1
0.6 j -
0.6 j-1 j-1
0.7 j -
0.7 j-1 j-1
0.8 j+1 -
0.8 j j
0.9 j -
0.9 j j
1.0 j+1 -
1.0 j j
1.1 j -
1.1 j j
1.2 j+1 -
1.2 j j
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Table B.2: Result carrier restriction test cases applying 0.5 [m] parcel as second arriving
parcel.

Length first Delta carrier Applied carrier
parcel [m] [-] restriction[-]
0.15 j+1 -
0.15 j -
0.15 j-1 j-1
0.2 j+1 -
0.2 j -
0.2 j-1 j-1
0.3 j+1 -
0.3 j -
0.3 j-1 j-1
0.4 j+1 -
0.4 j -
0.4 j j
0.5 j+1 -
0.5 j -
0.5 j j
0.6 j+1 -
0.6 j j
0.7 j+1 -
0.7 j j
0.8 j+1 -
0.8 j j
0.9 j+1 -
0.9 j j
1.0 j+1 -
1.0 j j
1.1 j+1 -
1.1 j -
1.2 j+2 -
1.2 j+1 -
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Table B.3: Result carrier restriction test cases for the Via Stop delivery profile applying
0.5 [m] parcel as second arriving parcel.

Length first Delta carrier Applied carrier
parcel [m] [-] restriction[-]
0.15 j -
0.2 j -
0.3 j -
0.4 j -
0.5 j -
0.6 j -
0.7 j -
0.8 j -
0.9 j -
1.0 j -
1.1 j -
1.2 j -

Table B.4: Result carrier restriction test cases for the Via Stop delivery profile applying
0.5 [m] parcel as second arriving parcel.

Length first Delta carrier Applied carrier
parcel [m] [-] restriction[-]
0.15 j+1 -
0.2 j+1 -
0.3 j+1 -
0.4 j+1 -
0.5 j+1 -
0.6 j+1 -
0.7 j+1 -
0.8 j+1 -
0.9 j+1 -
1.0 j+1 -
1.1 j+1 -
1.2 j -
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C Simulation figures

In this appendix, the figures of the obtained results are plotted. First the additional
figures of the validation in Section 5.2 are shown in Appendix C.1. Furthermore, the
additional result figures Section 5.4 are shown in Appendix C.2. Finally the additional
test results of alternating the combination of active infeeds are plotted in Appendix
C.3.

C.1 Validation against the simulation report of Vanderlande

This appendix shows the additional figures plotted to compare the results of the test
cases as discussed in Section 5.2.
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Figure C.1: Throughput results of test case 1, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.
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Figure C.2: Throughput results of test case 2, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.
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Figure C.3: Throughput results of test case 5, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.
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Figure C.4: Throughput results of test case 6, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.
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Figure C.5: Throughput results of test case 7, comparing the abstract Stateflow model and
the Vanderlande simulation report.
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C.2 Results

The performance results of a low-capacity merge area applying the FCFS control
algorithm with and without infeeds equipped with the LV delivery profile can be seen
in Figure C.6. Furthermore, Figure C.7 shows the results of a low-capacity merge area
applying the RR algorithm with and without the LV delivery profile.
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Figure C.6: Comparing the utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area apply-
ing the FCFS control algorithm with and without the LV delivery profile.
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Figure C.7: Comparing the utilization and unbalance of the low-capacity merge area apply-
ing the RR control algorithm with and without the LV delivery profile.

C.3 Active infeed alternation results

The results of the test cases where the number of active infeeds are alternated can be
found in the figures below.
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Figure C.8: Alternating the location of four active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RR control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Figure C.9: Alternating the location of four active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RRA control algorithm. Each color is a different combination of active infeed
locations.
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Figure C.10: Alternating the location of four active infeeds in a merge area applying the
FCFS control algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile. Each color is
a different combination of active infeed locations.
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Figure C.11: Alternating the location of five active infeeds in a merge area applying the
FCFS control algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile. Each color is
a different combination of active infeed locations.
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Figure C.12: Alternating the location of six active infeeds in a merge area applying the
FCFS control algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile. Each color is
a different combination of active infeed locations.
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Figure C.13: Alternating the location of four active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RR control algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile. Each color is a
different combination of active infeed locations.
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Figure C.14: Alternating the location of five active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RR control algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile. Each color is a
different combination of active infeed locations.
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Figure C.15: Alternating the location of six active infeeds in a merge area applying the
RR control algorithm combined with the LV delivery profile. Each color is a
different combination of active infeed locations.
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D Confidential appendix

Due to confidentiality, not all system details and result values are mentioned in the
thesis. These details and values are included in the confidential appendix, which is
only available at Vanderlande.
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